
Note:  Anyone wishing to speak at any Planning Commission meeting is encouraged to do so.  If you wish to speak, 
please rise and, after you have been recognized by the Chair, give your name and complete address for the record.  
You will then be allowed to speak.  Please note that the public testimony may be limited by the Chair and normally is 
not allowed after the Public Hearing is closed. 

 

  
  
 
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please 
contact the Community Development office at 541-488-5305 (TTY phone is 1-800-735-2900).  Notification 48 hours prior to the 
meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to the meeting (28 CFR 35.102-35.104 
ADA Title 1).   

 

ASHLAND PLANNING COMMISSION 
REGULAR MEETING 

MAY 12, 2015 
AGENDA 

 
 
 

I.  CALL TO ORDER:  7:00 PM, Civic Center Council Chambers, 1175 E. Main Street 
 
 
II. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
 
III. AD-HOC COMMITTEE UPDATES 
 
 
IV. CONSENT AGENDA 

A. Approval of Minutes 
1.  April 14, 2015 Regular Meeting. 
2.  April 28, 2015 Special Meeting. 
 
 

V. PUBLIC FORUM 
 
 
VI. TYPE II PUBLIC HEARING 

A. PLANNING ACTION: PA-2015-00660     
SUBJECT PROPERTY: 6 Beach Avenue 
APPLICANT: Courtney & Peter Canning-Wilson 
DESCRIPTION: A request for Conditional Use Permit for the operation of a two-unit Traveler’s 
Accommodation (one guest unit, plus owners unit) at 6 Beach Avenue. The application also 
requests a Variance to exceed the maximum allowed 200-foot distance from the property to the 
arterial street (Gresham) and a variance to the dimensional standards for parking because the 
parking spaces encroach into the public right-of-way of Beach Avenue. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
DESIGNATION: Low Density Multi-Family Residential; ZONING: R-2; ASSESSOR’S MAP: 39 1E 
09BD; TAX LOTS: 9800. 

 
 
VII. OTHER BUSINESS 
 A.   Capital Improvements Plan 
 B.   Election of Officers 
 C.   Select Representative for Downtown Parking Management & Circulation Committee 
 
 
VIII. ADJOURNMENT 
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ASHLAND PLANNING COMMISSION 

REGULAR MEETING 
 MINUTES 

April 14, 2015 
 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
Chair Richard Kaplan called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. in the Civic Center Council Chambers, 1175 East Main Street.  
 

Commissioners Present:  Staff Present: 
Troy J. Brown, Jr.  
Michael Dawkins 
Richard Kaplan 
Melanie Mindlin  
Lynn Thompson  

 Bill Molnar, Community Development Director 
Derek Severson, Associate Planner 
April Lucas, Administrative Supervisor 

   
Absent Members:  Council Liaison: 
Debbie Miller  
Tracy Peddicord 

 Greg Lemhouse, absent 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Community Development Director Bill Molnar stated the City Council passed second reading of the accessory travelers 
accommodation ordinance and reminded the group that the Annual Retreat is Saturday, May 9. He also introduced the city’s 
new assistant planner Zechariah Heck.  
 
AD HOC COMMITTEE UPDATES 
Commissioner Kaplan announced the Normal working group meets tomorrow and the next meeting of the Downtown 
Parking and Circulation group is Wednesday, June 3.  
 
CONSENT AGENDA 
A. Approval of Minutes 

1. February 24, 2015 Study Session. 
2. March 10, 2015 Regular Meeting. 
3. March 31, 2015 Study Session.  

 
Commissioners Thompson/Dawkins m/s to approve the Consent Agenda. Voice Vote: All AYES. Motion passed 
unanimously.  
 
PUBLIC FORUM 
No one came forward to speak. 
 
TYPE II PUBLIC HEARING 
A. PLANNING ACTION:  PA-2014-02106  

SUBJECT PROPERTY:  2352 Morada Ln.  
APPLICANT/OWNER:  Ron & Lisa Albano 
DESCRIPTION: The Planning Commission will review staff’s approval of a request for Site Review and 
Conditional Use Permit approvals to construct a new approximately 1,000 square foot accessory residential 
unit behind the existing home at 2352 Morada Lane. The item is being considered by the Planning Commission 
to correct an error in the mailing of the notice of decision. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Single 
Family Residential; ZONING: R-1-7.5; ASSESSOR’S MAP: 39 1E 14CD; TAX LOT: 4700. 
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Commissioner Kaplan read aloud the public hearing procedures for land use hearings.  
 
Ex Parte Contact 
Commissioners Brown, Kaplan and Dawkins declared site visits, and Commissioner Dawkins stated he attended the Tree 
Commission meeting where this application was discussed. No ex parte contact was reported.  
 
Staff Report 
Associate Planner Derek Severson explained the application is a request for a conditional use permit to construct an 
accessory residential unit (ARU) at 2352 Morada. He stated the accessory unit would be located in the backyard behind the 
main residence and the footprint of the structure is 1,000 sq.ft. with a loft space approximately 250 sq.ft. in size. Mr. 
Severson noted the proposed footprint size is the maximum gross habitable floor area for an ARU allowed by ordinance. He 
reviewed the proposed design, floor plan, and elevations and clarified the Tree Commission has reviewed this application 
and their recommendations have been incorporated into the conditions.  
 
Mr. Severson stated this application is before the commission due to a noticing error that occurred during staff’s review and 
approval. He explained the neighboring property owner’s address of record was in Chicago, IL at the time this action was 
originally noticed and they missed the deadline for the initial comment period and asked that the notice of decision be mailed 
to their address on Morada St. instead. This was noted in the file but was missed during the preparation of the mailing list for 
the notice of decision and subsequently the neighbors missed the appeal deadline as well. He stated the code provides a 
remedy for this and the Planning Commission will now hear the request and their decision will supersede the planning staff’s 
approval. He added the neighbors concerns are primarily focused on the height and placement of the ARU at the rear corner 
of the property. 
 
Mr. Severson explained the height of the proposed structure is 12.5 ft. at the west elevation and slopes up to 19 ft. at the 
south elevation. In further review of the application, staff believes the loft area was not adequately addressed in the original 
review and Mr. Severson listed the following potential issues for the commission to discuss: 1) the headroom of the loft area 
is unclear; if it is built with more than 7 ft. of headroom it would constitute habitable floor area and would push the proposed 
structure beyond the maximum allowed 1,000 sq.ft., and 2) lofts are not explicitly addressed in the code and would be need 
to be considered in light of the definition of a story.  
 
Commission Questions 
Commissioner Dawkins expressed concern with the loft area and questioned why this would not count towards the usable 
area. Mr. Severson stated the code indicates that an ARU can be up to 1,000 sq.ft. in size and that anything less than 7 ft. in 
headroom is not considered habitable floor area. He added the commission does have some discretion because the code is 
not clear on how to treat loft spaces, however they will need to be clear on their decision so that a finding can be made.  
 
Applicant’s Presentation 
Matthew Clason/220 Dead Indian Memorial Rd/Displayed several photos of the proposed structure and its placement on 
the lot. Mr. Clason stated the highest point of the roof is 18.4 ft. and the low point is 11.4 ft., with 10 ft. and 7 ft. setbacks to 
the rear and side property lines. He explained they have lowered the overall height of the structure by burying the slab to 
minimize the impact on the neighbor’s views and noted they have also removed the windows on the south facing wall to 
increase privacy. Mr. Clason stressed that at no time during the pre-application meeting or subsequent conservations with 
staff were they informed of the story definition and stated this proposal exhibits careful site planning and supports the City’s 
infill policy. He displayed a drawing of the ceiling heights of the loft area, which slopes from 3 ft. to 7 ft., and explained the 
structure has been placed in order to maintain the existing lawn, deck and established trees. He added if they were to rotate 
the structure or use a different roof shape, it would greatly impact the neighbor’s view compared to the current design.  
 
Public Testimony 
Charles & Ruth Terbush/1332 Apple/Stated they do not object to the accessory residential unit but are concerned with the 
height. Ms. Terbush stated the 250 sq.ft. loft seems to be a way to get around the size limitation and forces the added height 
to the structure. She added the flat roof line will loom over her backyard and impact their ability to enjoy their yard space, 
and questioned whether the structure is out of character for the neighborhood. Ms. Terbush added this application sets a 
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concerning precedence for the neighborhood and clarified their concerns for this proposal occurred once they found out it 
was not going to be a single story as they were originally told.  
 
Applicant’s Rebuttal 
Matthew Clason/Clarified there is no attic or crawl space in the proposed structure and it was designed to be thermal 
efficient with all spaces being insulated and conditioned. He noted attics are highly inefficient and this upper floor is intended 
to be used as storage space in the lower 3 ft. height area.  
 
Questions of the Applicant 
Commissioner Brown questioned how the structure fits with the character of the neighborhood with the amount of blank wall 
and roof. Mr. Clason stated the windows that were originally proposed have been removed to address the neighbors 
concerns with privacy. Commissioner Thompson asked if the application is in compliance with the setback requirements of 
1.5 stories. Mr. Clason stated because of the 3 ft. wall height it is not considered an additional story and there is no 
additional setback. Commissioner Mindlin asked if the structure could be moved farther from the property line and Mr. 
Clason responded that increasing the rear setback would infringe on the garden space and noted the space between the 
two structures is only 13 ft. 
 
Commissioner Kaplan closed the record and the public hearing at 8:00 p.m. 
 
Deliberations & Decision 
Commissioner Dawkins expressed concern with the additional loft space and feels that it goes against the 1.000 sq.ft. 
limitation. He also suggested a condition to require vegetation on the blank south facing wall to lessen the impact. 
Commissioner Kaplan commented on the character of the neighborhood and stated there are varying sizes and design 
styles and it is an extremely varied neighborhood.  
 
Staff was asked to comment on the revised drawing presented by the applicant during their presentation. Mr. Severson 
stated it appears the loft area meets the definition for a half-story; however under the code that was in place at the time of 
the application there is ambiguity in how half-stories are treated. He added the newly adopted code removed this ambiguity 
and clearly states that half-stories must be setback back an additional 5 ft.  
 
The commission questioned how to apply the definition of story, which reads “If the wall face of the upper most floor at the 
rear or side yard setback line is more than three feet from the floor level below, the upper floor shall be considered a story 
for the purposes of setbacks.” Comment was made that one side of the upper floor is 3 ft., but the rear is 7 ft. and 
questioned if both walls have to be over 3 ft. to constitute a story, or if just one wall over 3 ft. constitutes a story. Mr. 
Severson remarked that the commission will need to make a decision in how the upper floor is treated and whether they 
recommend a 10 ft., 15 ft., or 20 ft. setback. Comment was made that applying a 20 ft. setback would likely prohibit the ARU 
from being built. 
 
Commissioners Mindlin/Thompson m/s to approve Planning Action #2014-02106 with a condition that the building 
be considered a story and a half and be moved 15 ft. from the rear property line. DISCUSSION: Mindlin commented 
that it is clearly a story and a half and because the whole project pushes the maximum on the size of the ARU the applicant 
can either restrict its size or increase the setback. Regarding mass and scale, she stated this is a contemporary 
neighborhood and does not think the architecture is out of place and stated she is willing to accept that the blank wall was 
done to benefit the neighbors. Brown stated the law is clear that if the upper floor is more than 3 ft. at either the side yard or 
rear yard than it is considered a story and a half. He asked staff how they would have applied the old code if someone came 
into their office with an upper floor greater than 3 ft. in height. Mr. Severson and Mr. Molnar stated staff would have said it 
constitutes a story but appears to meet the definition of a half story and would have applied a 15 ft. setback to the portion 
that is a half story. Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Brown, Dawkins, Mindlin, Thompson, and Kaplan, YES. Motion 
passed unanimously.    
 
Commissioner Dawkins recommended the definition of livable space be reevaluated and stated the 7 ft. rule may be 
excessive.  
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ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m. 
 
Submitted by,  
April Lucas, Administrative Supervisor 
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ASHLAND PLANNING COMMISSION 

SPECIAL MEETING 
 MINUTES 

April 28, 2015 
 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
Chair Richard Kaplan called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Siskiyou Room, 51 Winburn Way.   
 

Commissioners Present:  Staff Present: 
Michael Dawkins 
Richard Kaplan 
Melanie Mindlin  
Tracy Peddicord 
Lynn Thompson (Arrived at 4:15 pm) 

 Bill Molnar, Community Development Director 
Derek Severson, Associate Planner 
April Lucas, Administrative Supervisor 

   
Absent Members:  Council Liaison: 
Troy J. Brown, Jr.  
Debbie Miller  

 Greg Lemhouse, absent 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Community Development Director Bill Molnar announced the Planning Commission’s annual retreat is scheduled for next 
Saturday, May 9. He also announced Commission Appreciation Day is August 30 at 3 pm at the Oak Knoll Golf Course.  
 
AD-HOC COMMITTEE UPDATES 
Commissioner Dawkins stated the public hearing for the Normal Neighborhood Plan has been postponed and the working 
group is scheduled to meet on May 7 to review the Mayor’s proposal for the area. Commissioner Kaplan announced that he 
is going to continue to serve on the Normal working group, but the commission will need to find a replacement for the 
Downtown Parking and Circulation committee.   
 
ADOPTION OF FINDINGS 
A. Approval of Findings for PA-2014-02106, 2352 Morada Lane.  
 
Ex Parte Contact 
No ex parte contact was reported.  
 
Commission Discussion & Decision 
Commissioner Thompson questioned the accuracy of the findings. She stated the loft space appears to meet the definition 
for a story and cited the code language that reads “If the wall face of the upper most floor at the rear or side yard setback 
line is more than three feet above the floor level below, the upper floor shall be considered a story for the purposes of 
setbacks.” The commissioners discussed whether the upper floor was a story or a half story and there was general 
agreement that the story definition may apply, however it was also noted that this was not discussed at the hearing and the 
commission voted to approve this as a half story, not a full story with a 20 ft. setback. The approving motion from the last 
meeting was read for the group: “Commissioners Mindlin/Thompson m/s to approve Planning Action #2014-02106 with the 
condition that the building be considered a story and a half and be moved 15 feet from rear property line.” 
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Commissioners Dawkins/Mindlin m/s to approve the Findings for PA-2014-02106. DISCUSSION: Commissioner 
Thompson asked that the minutes reflect her concern with how the upper floor was defined. Roll Call Vote: 
Commissioners Dawkins, Mindlin, Thompson and Kaplan, YES. Motion passed 4-0. [Commissioner Peddicord 
abstained] 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting adjourned at 4:35 p.m. 
 
Submitted by,  
April Lucas, Administrative Supervisor 
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ASHLAND PLANNING DIVISION 
STAFF REPORT 

May 12, 2015 
 
 
PLANNING ACTION: 2015-00660 
 
APPLICANT:  Courtney Wilson and Peter Canning 
 
LOCATION: 6 Beach Avenue 
 
ZONE DESIGNATION: R-2 
 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Low Density Multiple Family Residential 
 
APPLICATION DEEMED COMPLETE:  May 1, 2015 
 
120-DAY TIME LIMIT:  August 29, 105 
 
ORDINANCE REFERENCE:   18.2.2.030 Base Zones and Allowed Uses 
      18.2.3.220 Traveler’s Accommodation  
      18.4.3  Parking  
      18.5.4  Conditional Use Permit 
      18.5.5  Variance  
       
 
REQUEST: A request for Conditional Use Permit for the operation of a two-unit Traveler’s 
Accommodation (one guest unit, plus owners unit) at 6 Beach Avenue. The application also 
requests a Variance to exceed the maximum allowed 200-foot distance from the property to the 
arterial street (Gresham) and a variance to the dimensional standards for parking because the 
parking spaces encroach into the public right-of-way of Beach Avenue. 

I. Relevant Facts 

A. Background - History of Application 

In 2013 (PA2013-00986) the property obtained a Physical and Environmental Constraints 
Review permit for Hillside Development to construct a retaining wall and entry stairs on 
lands greater than 25 percent.  

There are no other planning actions of record for this site. 

B. Detailed Description of the Site and Proposal 

The subject property is located on the south side of Beach Avenue a narrow, one-way 
street that parallels Hargadine Street two blocks south of East Main Street. Beach Avenue 
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is a short, 460-foot long street that travels to the east, one-way from Gresham Street, near 
the public library and intersects with Hargadine Street.  

The subject property is zoned R-2, low density multiple family residential. The adjacent 
properties are also zoned R-2. The adjacent uses are residential, either single family 
residential homes or multi-family condominiums and apartments. The site is located in 
the Siskiyou-Hargadine Historic District. 

The property is trapezoid shaped and is approximately 6,970 square feet in area. The 
parcel is classified as Hillside Lands because portions of the property, along the front of 
the property, between the street and the residence are slopes of 25 percent and greater. 
The subject property has 1,582 square foot single family home, circa 1900, on the 
property that according to the Historic Resources Inventory the residence is considered a 
Historic Contributing structure. There is a small detached 280 square foot guest cottage 
located to the south of the residence that does not contain kitchen cooking facilities.  

 1. Traveler’s Accommodation –  

The request is to use the residence as a Traveler’s Accommodation. While the 
residence is being utilized as a Traveler’s Accommodation, the owner’s will 
reside in the detached guest house. There are no modifications to the structures 
proposed. No physical alterations to the structures or the property are proposed as 
part of this request.      

2. Variances –  

The request involves two variances.  

The criteria for a Traveler’s Accommodation require that the property be located 
within 200-feet of an arterial or collector street as identified on the Street 
Dedication Map. Gresham Street is considered an arterial street and the property 
is approximately 305 feet from Gresham Street, thus exceeding the 200-foot rule.  

The second variance request is to the dimensional standards for the parking 
spaces. Traveler’s Accommodations require two parking spaces for the owner and 
one parking space for the Traveler’s Accommodation. There is a single vehicle 
garage and there are two surface parking spaces. The two surface parking spaces 
are partially on the property and encroach partially (approximately three-feet) into 
the public right-of-way.  

II. Project Impact 

This project requires a Conditional Use Permit approval since it involves a request to use 
the residence as a Traveler’s Accommodation. A Variance is required to exceed the 
maximum distance of 200-feet from the arterial street to the subject property. A second 
Variance is required because two of the three required parking spaces for the operation of 
a traveler’s accommodation encroach into the public right-of-way. The Variances 
included in the proposal require a Type II, Public Hearing.    
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A. Traveler’s Accommodation –  

The applicant has proposed to use their three-bedroom, 1,582 square foot single 
family residence as a single-unit Traveler’s Accommodation. The request is to use 
the single family residence as the Traveler’s Accommodation and the owners 
would reside in the guest cottage while their residence is occupied. 

The applicant’s findings address the majority of the criteria for a Traveler’s 
Accommodation; excepting the variance requests (see discussion below). The 
Conditional Use Permit criteria appear to be met with the proposal. The property 
is zoned R-2, the residence is more than 20-years old, the property owners reside 
on-site and the lot area is adequate for three accommodation units. The 
applicant’s have not proposed to modify the exterior of the historic contributing 
residence, thus retaining the architectural compatibility and the scale, bulk 
coverage on the property will not change. The proposal would not prevent this 
property or the adjacent properties from developing as envisioned in the 
Comprehensive Plan as multi-family residential properties. The property is within 
walking distance of the downtown core and it could be found that the guests will 
likely use alternative modes of transportation instead of driving, thus increasing 
the pedestrian and bicycle transit.  

B. Variances - 

As stated previously, in order to operate a Traveler’s Accommodation at the 
property two variances are required.  
 
1. Variance to 200-foot maximum distance from an arterial or collector street to 
the Traveler’s Accommodation property.  
 
The subject property is approximately 305 feet from Gresham Street, the 
designated arterial street.  
 
The variance is necessary because the subject code provision does not account for 
special or unique physical circumstances of the subject site. The variance criteria 
also require that it be found that the request is the minimum necessary to address 
the special or unique physical circumstances related to the subject site; that the 
proposal’s benefits will be greater than any negative impacts on the development 
of adjacent uses and will further the purpose and intent of this ordinance and the 
Comprehensive Plan of the City. Lastly, that the variance request is not self-
imposed by the applicant or property owner.  
 
According to the applicant’s findings, the one-way street is an example of a 
special and unique circumstance because if a Traveler’s Accommodation was 
approved on Beach Ave that was within 200-feet of Gresham Street, the visitors 
would still have to drive the full length of the street, past their residence which 
nullifies the attempts at limiting traffic. The applicant’s findings state that they 
are situated 90-feet in the “right direction” towards downtown and the 
Shakespeare Festival.  
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In regards to the variance request being the minimum necessary to address the 
special or unique physical circumstance, the applicant finds that the property 
cannot be relocated, that Beach is not likely to become a two-way street due to its 
narrow dimensions and that if Hargadine was reclassified they would be within 
200-feet of that street.  
 
The applicant’s findings regarding the proposals benefits being greater than any 
negative impacts and furthering the purpose and intent of the ordinance and the 
Comprehensive Plan address that they are not seeking to set precedent for other 
properties that are further than 200-feet but that they are in the Historic District, 
in a desirable location for visitors to stay and that these homes within walking 
distance to the main attractions and their guests are not likely to create additional 
traffic. The applicant also finds that permission would fill a void in the current 
vacation rental market by providing lodging for family and larger group 
accommodations.    
 
Lastly, the applicant argues that the location of the property, fixed geographically 
with respect to Gresham Street has not been self-imposed. The finding state that a 
variance would not be necessary for an Accessory Traveler’s Accommodation but 
they find that there is a lack of entire home vacation rentals and the approval of 
the variance request would give them a competitive advantage and increased 
flexibility in the vacation rental market.  
 
In Staff’s opinion, the location of the subject property on a one-way street is not a 
special or unique physical circumstance that the Traveler’s Accommodation 
Section of the code does not account for. According to staff’s research, there are 
2,106 R-2 and R-3 zoned properties of those 1,507 are within 200-feet of an 
arterial or collector street. Based on this information, it cannot be found that the 
distance of more than 200-feet from an arterial or collector street is a special or 
unique circumstance.  

The 200-foot requirement is intended to minimize traffic impacts upon adjacent 
residential neighborhoods while also reducing impacts on the limited housing 
supply in the R-2 residential zone and neighborhood character. By locating 
Traveler’s Accommodations within 200 feet of a major City street, the non-local 
traffic generated by overnight accommodations can easily be directed to and from 
the establishment without placing additional demands on existing neighborhood 
streets.  
 
The 200-foot rule line was drawn in the early 1980s. Following a three-year code 
amendment process that involved numerous public hearings with extensive 
amounts of public input and testimony, the City Council retained the 200-foot 
rule.  

In this case, if the Commission approves the Variance request from the 200-foot 
from an arterial or collector street requirement, the Planning Commission will 
need to make a finding that demonstrates that the proposed use will not result in 
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impacts contrary to the intent of the ordinance, such as contributing to an increase 
in traffic through the residential neighborhood, reduce housing supply, and 
negatively impact neighborhood character.  

Additionally, in Staff’s opinion, the approval of this variance erodes that purpose 
and intent of the R-2 zoning ordinance which is to provide residential uses, 
designed in a manner that can be applied to a wide range of areas to the range of 
residential densities possible. The multiple family zones are often situated near 
the higher order arterial and collector streets. This is further evidenced with the 
information that approximately 2/3 of R-2 and R-3 properties are within 200-feet 
from an arterial or collector street.   

In similar decisions from 1986, 1987 and 2000, the Planning Commission denied 
requests for Variances to the 200-foot requirement. The Commission’s decisions 
were later affirmed on appeal to the City Council. The Commission made the 
following finding in their decision to deny similar applications: 
 
“The application does not comply with the Housing Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan as it relates to the displacement of individuals from existing 
residential units as well as an infringement on the existing rental market. 
Substantial testimony was received from staff regarding the low vacancy rates in 
the City. Testimony from the public, especially the residents from the existing 
units, also indicated that it was difficult to find housing in this price range in the 
City at the present…..The facts gathered indicated that the granting of this 
application would remove low cost housing units from the market at a time when 
there is a shortage of them in the City. This would conflict with the 
Comprehensive Plan policies for this area. The primary purpose of the R-2 Zone 
is to provide housing for permanent residents of the City.”  

Though not what the application was for, the property appears to meet the 
requirements for an Accessory Traveler’s Accommodation. The City Council 
recently adopted code amendments that allow for Accessory Traveler’s 
Accommodations in the R-2 zone. The Accessory Traveler’s Accommodation 
provision was written in order to address issues such as neighborhood character, 
retention of long term housing and consideration of traffic generation. The code 
allowance also allows Accessory Traveler’s Accommodation to be further than 
200-feet of an arterial or collector street. Accessory Traveler’s Accommodations 
prove an additional allowed use in the zone while considering the important 
objectives of the R-2 zoning designation. The provision explicitly allows for 
Accessory Traveler’s Accommodations only if it does not impact the housing 
stock because a structure that is a dwelling unit cannot be used as an Accessory 
Traveler’s Accommodation.  

Finally, the property includes a detached guest house without a kitchen that could 
be utilized as an Accessory Traveler’s Accommodation.     

 

2. Variance to parking space dimensions 
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The second variance is to use the parking spaces that are undersized and intrude 
into the public street right-of-way. The current parking is pre-existing non-
conforming situation.  

The applicant’s findings regarding the existing parking do adequately address the 
variance criteria. The site is steeply sloped in the vicinity of the parking spaces 
and that further excavation of the slope could compromise the safety of the site. In 
addition, the slope of the property, the existing 1900s residence, the garage that 
was discovered during the excavation of the slope to address the retaining wall 
from the 2013 approval are unique situations. The applicant’s findings address 
that in 2013, they moved the lower retaining wall further on-to the property in 
order to increase the depth of the parking spaces. Also during that time an old 
garage that had been buried in the 1930s or 1940s was uncovered, providing an 
additional parking space. Lastly, the applicant finds that the parking spaces have 
been there historically and that future tenants will be able to park in the available 
spaces without difficulty and the use of the spaces for parking will continue.  

The proposed does not appear to have an encroachment permit for the parking 
spaces that intrude into the public street right-pf-way. The land-use process 
cannot be used to permit an encroachment into the public right-of-way. 
Encroachment permits are reviewed for public safety and retention of public 
access. Encroachment permits are within the jurisdiction of the Public Works 
Department and are typically issued for the private long term use of public right-
of-ways including but not limited to landscaping, parking, and accesses. The 
applicant does not address whether an encroachment permit can be issued for the 
parking space encroachments into the Beach Ave.  

III. Procedural - Required Burden of Proof 

The criteria for Traveler’s Accommodation approval are described in 18.2.3.220 as follows: 
  

A.  During operation of a traveler’s accommodation, the property on which the traveler’s 
accommodation is sited must be the primary residence of the business-owner. "Business-
owner" shall be defined as a person or persons who own the property and accommodation 
outright; or who have entered into a lease agreement with the property owner(s) allowing for the 
operation of the accommodation. Such lease agreement must specifically state that the property 
owner is not involved in the day-to-day operation or financial management of the 
accommodation and that the business-owner has actual ownership of the business and is 
wholly responsible for all operations City of Ashland 2-34 Land Use Ordinance 18.2.3 – Special 
Use Standards associated with the accommodation, and has actual ownership of the business.  

B. The property is located within 200 feet of a boulevard, avenue, or neighborhood collector as 
identified on the Street Dedication Map in the Comprehensive Plan. Distances to the property 
from a boulevard, avenue, or neighborhood collector shall be measured via a public street or 
public alley to a lot line. 

C. The primary residence on the site must be at least 20 years old. The primary residence may be 
altered and adapted for traveler's accommodation use, including expansion of floor area. 
Additional structures may be allowed to accommodate additional units, but must be in 
conformance with all setback and lot coverage standards of the underlying zone.  
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D. The number of traveler’s accommodation units allowed shall be determined by the following 
criteria.  
1. The total number of units, including the business-owner's unit, shall be determined by 
dividing the total square footage of the lot by 1,800 square feet. Contiguous lots under the same 
ownership may be combined to increase lot area and the number of units, but not in excess of 
the maximum established by this ordinance. The maximum number of accommodation units 
shall not exceed nine per approved traveler’s accommodation with primary lot frontage on 
boulevard streets. For traveler’s accommodation without primary lot frontage on a designated 
boulevard, but within 200 feet of a boulevard, avenue, or neighborhood collector street, the 
maximum number of units shall be seven. Street designations shall be as determined by the 
Street Dedication Map in the Comprehensive Plan. Distances to the property from a boulevard, 
avenue, or neighborhood collector shall be measured via a public street or public alley to a lot 
line.  
2. Excluding the business-owner's unit and the area of the structure it will occupy, there must be 
at least 400 square feet of gross interior floor space remaining per unit.  

E. Each accommodation must have one off-street parking space and the business-owner’s unit 
must have two parking spaces. All parking spaces shall be in conformance with chapter 18.4.3.  

 F. Only one ground or wall sign, constructed of a non-plastic material, non-interior illuminated, 
and a maximum of six square feet total surface area is allowed. Any exterior illumination of 
signage shall be installed such that it does not directly illuminate any residential structures 
adjacent or nearby the traveler's accommodation in accordance with subsection 18.4.4.050.C.1.  

G. Traveler’s accommodations must met all applicable building, fire, and related safety codes at all 
times and must be inspected by the Fire Department before occupancy following approval of a 
Conditional Use Permit and periodically thereafter pursuant to AMC 15.28. 

H.  An annual inspection by the Jackson County Health Department shall be conducted as 
required by the laws of Jackson County or the State of Oregon.  

I. The business-owner must maintain a city business license and pay all transient occupancy tax 
in accordance with AMC 4.24 and AMC 6.04 as required.  

J. Advertising for any traveler’s accommodation must include the City planning action number 
assigned to the land use approval.  

 K. Offering the availability of residential property for uses as a traveler’s accommodation without a 
valid Conditional use Permit approval, current business license and Transient Occupancy Tax 
City of Ashland 2-35 Land Use Ordinance 18.2.3 – Special Use Standards registration is 
prohibited and shall be subject to enforcement procedures.  

L. Transfer of business-ownership of a traveler’s accommodation shall be subject to all 
requirements of this section and conform with the criteria of this section. Any further 
modifications beyond the existing approval shall be in conformance with all requirements of this 
section. 

 
 
 
 
The criteria for a Conditional Use Permit are described in 18.5.4.050 as follows: 
1. That the use would be in conformance with all standards within the zoning district in which the 

use is proposed to be located, and in conformance with relevant Comprehensive plan policies 
that are not implemented by any City, State, or Federal law or program. 

2. That adequate capacity of City facilities for water, sewer, electricity, urban storm drainage, 
paved access to and throughout the development, and adequate transportation can and will be 
provided to the subject property. 
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3. That the conditional use will have no greater adverse material effect on the livability of the 
impact area when compared to the development of the subject lot with the target use of the 
zone, pursuant with subsection 18.5.4.050.A.5, below. When evaluating the effect of the 
proposed use on the impact area, the following factors of livability of the impact area shall be 
considered in relation to the target use of the zone. 
a. Similarity in scale, bulk, and coverage.  
b. Generation of traffic and effects on surrounding streets. Increases in pedestrian, bicycle, 

and mass transit use are considered beneficial regardless of capacity of facilities.  
c. Architectural compatibility with the impact area.  
d. Air quality, including the generation of dust, odors, or other environmental pollutants.  
e. Generation of noise, light, and glare.  
f. The development of adjacent properties as envisioned in the Comprehensive Plan.  
g. Other factors found to be relevant by the approval authority for review of the proposed use.  

4. A conditional use permit shall not allow a use that is prohibited or one that is not permitted 
pursuant to this ordinance. 

5. For the purposes of reviewing conditional use permit applications for conformity with the 
approval criteria of this subsection, the target uses of each zone are as follows. 
a. WR and RR. Residential use complying with all ordinance requirements, developed at the 

density permitted by chapter 18.2.5 Standards for Residential Zones.  
b. R-1. Residential use complying with all ordinance requirements, developed at the density 

permitted by chapter 18.2.5 Standards for Residential Zones.  
c. R-2 and R-3. Residential use complying with all ordinance requirements, developed at the 

density permitted by chapter 18.2.5 Standards for Residential Zones.  
 
The criteria for a Variance are described in 18.5.5.050 as follows: 
1.  The variance is necessary because the subject code provision does not account for special or 

unique physical circumstances of the subject site, such as topography, natural features, 
adjacent development, or similar circumstances. A legal lot determination may be sufficient 
evidence of a hardship for purposes of approving a variance.  

2.  The variance is the minimum necessary to address the special or unique physical 
circumstances related to the subject site. 

3.  The proposal’s benefits will be greater than any negative impacts on the development of the 
adjacent uses and will further the purpose and intent of this ordinance and the Comprehensive 
Plan of the City.  

 
4.  The need for the variance is not self-imposed by the applicant or property owner. For example, 

the variance request does not arise as result of a property line adjustment or land division 
approval previously granted to the applicant. 

IV. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The primary issue is the variance for the required distance to the arterial street. There are 
a large number of multi-family zoned residential structures that are more than 200-feet 
from an arterial street. Much like a zoning district boundary, the boundary was drawn in 
the early 1980s when the City wrote provisions for Traveler’s Accommodations. At that 
time, issues discussed were impacts to the housing stock, neighborhood character, and 
from increased non-residential traffic. The goal was to retain as many residential 
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dwelling units while still providing flexibility for those homes that are along the arterial 
and collector streets. This was reaffirmed in 2013 and again in 2015 when the City 
Council modified the Land Use Ordinance for Traveler’s Accommodations but did not 
eliminate the 200-foot rule. Further affirmed in April of 2015 when the Accessory 
Traveler’s Accommodation provisions were added to the Land Use Ordinance.  

Aside from the pre-existing non-conforming parking on site, the existing guest house 
could be utilized as an Accessory Traveler’s Accommodation.     

Staff recommends denial of the application locating a Traveler’s Accommodation more 
than 200-feet from an arterial or collector street because the application does not meet the 
approval criteria for a variance. The special physical circumstances are not unique to this 
site, but are characteristic of many properties throughout the surrounding neighborhood.   

If the Planning Commission recommends approval of the application Staff has 
recommended the following conditions: 

1. That all proposals of the applicant shall be conditions of approval unless otherwise 
specifically modified herein. 
 

2. That the approval shall be for one guest unit, and one owner’s unit only; and that any future 
expansion of accommodation units, changes of business ownership or manager-occupancy, 
or other modifications to the original proposal shall require a modification of this 
Conditional Use Permit. 
 

3. That an encroachment permit from the City of Ashland Public Works Division for the 
parking space encroachment into the Beach Avenue right-of-way shall be approved prior to 
the issuance of a business license.  
 

4. That the applicant shall provide: 
a) Evidence of an approved inspection by the Fire Department as required in AMC 

18.2.3.220.G.  Traveler’s accommodations must meet all applicable building, fire and 
related safety codes at all times, and must be inspected by the Fire Department before 
occupancy and periodically thereafter pursuant to Chapter 15.28.  Fire Department 
requirements include, but are not limited to: 

i. Providing approved addressing on site. 
ii. Providing smoke alarms in each sleeping room, in the hall leading to the 

sleeping room and one on each level. 
iii. Providing a CO alarm is required to within five feet of each bedroom if 

there is a carbon monoxide source such as a fuel-fired appliance (gas, 
wood or oil), a door that leads to a garage, etc.   

iv. Providing an available emergency escape through a window for each 
sleeping room.  The window is required to be openable and remain open 
while someone would crawl out. If there is a door that leads to the outside, 
that can be considered the emergency escape in lieu of the window. 

v. Provide a fire extinguisher (minimum 1A10BC size) on each level.  The 
extinguisher must be mounted in a visible location and serviced annually. 
(If just purchased, write the installation date on the tag from the box, or 
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use a permanent marker to write the month and date of installation 
directly on the fire extinguisher itself.) 

vi. Provide an emergency plan.  It should include text with the address of the 
home, call 9-1-1 for emergencies and the safety features in the home and a 
diagram for evacuation. This should be made available in the home where 
guests would see it; links to a sample plan are available from the Fire 
Department. 

 
5. That any advertisement for the Traveler’s Accommodation must include the City of Ashland 

Planning Action number assigned to the land-use approval (15-00660) as required in AMC 
18.2.3.220. 
 

6. The applicant shall obtain a business license and transient occupancy tax registration; 
provide evidence of primary residence; and request inspections from the Fire Department 
and Jackson County.    
































